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Key HR trends

IN THE NEXT 10 YEARS*
COLLABORATION TECHNOLOGIES WORKPLACE

WELL-BEING

74% 71% 70%
*Challenges TNS-Sofrès HR Barometer

Although it has come to play a major role in individuals’ daily lives,
the collaborative model has struggled to win over the corporate world.

Nonetheless, it represents new ground that companies will need to conquer in
order to bring a human element back into relations between employees,
drastically reduce costs, and respond to inevitable societal changes.



What is TalkTalkBnb?

TalkTalkBnb is a collaborative platform for
discussion, travel and language practice.

We have over 30,000 members in 120
countries.

For businesses, we have launched a service
called the Circle.



What is a Circle?

A Circle is composed of your company and all
of its locations* worldwide.

This allows your employees to easily contact
their foreign colleagues, which offers many
advantages both for them and for your
company.

*or at least those that wish to take part in the program.



4 possibilities offered
by the Circle

-
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Free language stays for children, with colleagues.

Free accommodation for students (Erasmus,
internships, summer jobs, etc.) in the professional
sphere.

Job swapping between employees.

An “internal Airbnb” to reduce business travel
expenses.
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Free language stays for
children

Observation

1

It is crucial for children to master at least one foreign
language.

For studies, exams or job interviews.



Free language stays for
children

Observation

Problem

1

A week-long immersion stay costs
between €1000 and €1500.

It is crucial for children to master at least one foreign
language.

For studies, exams or job interviews.



Free language stays for
children

Observation

Problem

1

A week-long immersion stay costs
between €1000 and €1500.

In the professional circle, your employees can easily find
families with whom they can arrange exchanges among
their foreign colleagues.

Solution

It is crucial for children to master at least one foreign
language.

For studies, exams or job interviews.



Benefits

• It’s free!

• I can connect with colleagues
based abroad.

• I am relieved to know that my child is
staying with a colleague rather than with
a family I don’t know.

For the employee



• It encourages unity between employees on the
global level and contributes to our corporate
culture.

For the company

Benefits

• It helps reduce turnover.

• We’re happy to offer innovative solutions to our
employees that improve their purchasing power.



Free accommodation for
students
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ProblemFor employees’ university-age children, finding
accommodation abroad for an internship, a summer
job, an Erasmus program, etc. can be difficult and
often expensive.



Free accommodation for
students

2

Problem

Solution

For employees’ university-age children, finding
accommodation abroad for an internship, a summer
job, an Erasmus program, etc. can be difficult and
often expensive.

But in the Circle, you will always find a family who
wants to host so they can practice and improve their
language skills.

This is our core concept!



Job swapping3

Be immersed in a different work environment.

Our service also allows employees to job swap with
a colleague abroad, for a few days or weeks.

Meet other Group employees.

Discover different business practices and be
exposed to new ideas.

Improve language skills, including company
terminology.



Benefits

• I can improve my language skills and learn
my field’s vocabulary.

• I can discover different processes and acquire
a more comprehensive view of my company.

For the employee

• I am grateful that my company gives me
this opportunity.



Benefits

• It supports corporate culture.

• We are happy to help our employees get ahead.

• We benefit from a more cohesive workforce
with better language skills.

For the company



An “internal Airbnb” to reduce
business travel expenses

€

*the number of points awarded can be customized.
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This module involves using the Circle for business travel,
according to a simple principle:

When an employee stays with a colleague rather than at
a hotel, the company saves a lot of money.

In return, the company credits* the two employees’
online accounts – the traveler’s and the host’s – and treats
them to lunch, allowing the two colleagues to get to know
each other in a pleasant setting.

The employees earn points that can be exchanged for gift
cards, gift boxes, etc.



Benefits

• I can improve my language skills by
practicing with foreign colleagues.

• I would rather meet my colleagues than
stay in a hotel alone.

For the employee

• I can earn points and convert them
in the online store.



Benefits

• We save a lot of money on business travel.

For the company

• It is very beneficial for our company on all levels.

• Employees can meet and practice languages
together.



Contact Us!

Hubert Laurent
Founder and CEO
Tel. 06.34.53.07.30

hubert@talktalkbnb.com


